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A team of lawyers are stocking up on oily fish and bananas in preparation for a
charity quiz.

Duncan Lewis works closely with MIND advocates to ensure those suffering with
mental health issues get the support needed.

The firm, which is the biggest legal aid provider in the UK and has a dedicated
charity committee, has signed up for this year’s MasterMind in Harrow
competition.

Preparations have already begun for the lawyers, who have been watching every
game show on TV and downloading general knowledge apps.

Team members are also eating a diet of oily fish and bananas as well as doing
‘quick-fire’ questions with each other in the office to improve reaction times.
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Team captain Rebecca Donson said: “We
are looking forward to contributing to
the valuable work that MIND does by
putting our minds together against our
worthy adversaries.

“On behalf of my team and firm, we
would like to give a big thank you to the
organisers of this event and to everyone
who donated to this worthy cause.”
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